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Here are my fan characters' bios. I'll draw pictures of them soon!
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1 - Chill the Cat

Bio: Chill the Cat

Name: Chill the Cat

D.O.B.: March 13, 1988

Sex: Male

Characteristics: Blue fur, turquoise eyes, an aqua topaz embedded on his forehead, starlike hairstyle
(without the top point)A black outfit with blue on the inside (it almost looks like Blaze the Cat's), blue
cuffs on white gloves, long blue tail with gray on the end of it, gray slacks, green shoes each with a silver
stripe, gray bandages wrapped around lower part of shins, and yellow shirt collar on his coat.
Sometimes he wears a police outfit.

Theme song: Axel F, by Harold Faltermeyer

Biography: Chill is a cryokinetic cat, a cat that can lower temperature and manipulate ice. His parents
died when he was 17. He's never on any side. he doesn't know if his younger brother and sister will ever
find him, but he remembers not to forget about them. He happens to be attracted to Blaze the Cat, since
he has a crush on her. Not only is he just a cryokineticist, he's also a part-time police officer.

Likes: Ice cold drinks, quietness, peace, love, Blaze the Cat

Dislikes: Sorrow, sadness, hatred

Friends: All the heroes of the Sonic series

Enemies: Dr. Eggman, Team Blade, Pierre



2 - Chainsaw the Hedgehog

Bios-Chainsaw the Hedgehog

Name: Chainsaw the Hedgehog

DOB: Febuary 6, 1989

Sex: Male

Characteristics: Silver fur, blue tips on spines, red eyes, fur on chest resembling Shadow's but blue,
black and brown shoes (crossed with Sonic and Shadow's shoes) with chainsaw chains around the
rubber lining of shoes, and wields a thick-bladed chainsaw

Theme song: Who knows?

Bio: Chainsaw is a silver hedgehog that loves to decapitate anyone he hates. He started wielding a
chainsaw after examining the corpse of Dr. Salvador from Resident Evil 4. He's obviously on the the
"Dark" side to be one of the most notorious psycho killers of Team Blade.

Likes: Chainsaws, goths, psychopathy, raping women before tearing them apart.

Dislikes: Cuteness, heroes

Friends: Scyther the Fox, Excalibur the Echidna (Chainsaw is second in command of Team Blade)

Enemies: All the heroes of the Sonic series



3 - Scyther the Fox

Bios-Scyther the Fox

Name: Scyther the Fox

D.O.B. November 17, 1997

Sex: Male

Characteristics: Black cloak and hood outfit that covers his whole face, grayish-purple fur, long fluffy tail,
white gloves, black and white shoes (shoes that look like Tails' red and white shoes, but black instead of
red), and wields a scythe

Theme song: Who knows?

Bio: Scyther is a grayish-purple fox that went out of his own mind when he used to be Tails. Alas, Miles
"Tails" Prower was his alter ego. He ended up in solitary confinement due to his insults to Knuckles.
However, Chainsaw the Hedgehog manages to help him break out of Prison Island, and escapes with
him. When Scyther met Chainsaw, he had worn a black cloak outfit and wielded a schythe that
Chainsaw gave him. Scyther's other tail, however was cut off by himself so Sonic may not recognize
him. Besides killing, Chainsaw taught Scyther how to rape girls. Scyther has joined the "Dark" side,
since he's a member of Team Blade, due to his psychopathy.

Likes: Hate, silence, revenge, killing

Dislikes: Heroes, humans, greed

Friends: Chainsaw the Hedgehog, Excalibur the Echidna (Scyther is Team Blade's "Fly type")

Enimies: Virtually every Sonic hero



4 - Pierre "Démon" Voltaire

Bios-Pierre "Démon" Voltaire

Name: Pierre "Démon" Voltaire

D.O.B. November 19, 1982

Sex: Male

Characteristics: Black preacher outfit, dressy black shoes, shiny black hair, wears black sunglasses, red
eyes, very pale skin

Theme song: "Return of the Phantom Stranger", by Rob Zombie

Biography: Pierre is a human half-demon who used to be a wolf until age 21. He became human when
he drank a vial that turns anybody of a different species into a human demon. Pierre claims to have
leukemia (due to the fact that he never ate since he was 19) and becomes a vegetarian. He is the
counterpart of his own twin brother, Romeo. Their parents died when Pierre was 18, and Romeo was 16.
After their parents' demises, Pierre takes his anger out on everyone else. He claims to have joined the
"Dark" side to turn the world into a demonic universe of his own.

Likes: Firearms, gothic girls, sadistic behavior

Dislikes: People who interfere with him, ecstasy from others

Friends: All the Sonic Villains

Enemies: All the Sonic Heroes



5 - Romeo Lámed Voltaire

Bios-Romeo Lámed Voltaire

Name: Romeo Lámed Voltaire

DOB: June 19, 1985

Sex: Male

Characteristics: The same outfit as Pierre's, but Romeo's is white, very dark turquoise sunglasses, light
blue eyes, shiny white hair, same skin color as Pierre's

Theme song: You Are Not Alone (Classic Club Mix), by Michael Jackson

Bio: Romeo is Pierre's brother, and a close friend of all the heroes. He, however, is an enemy of his own
brother. According to his blood test results, he claims to have the blood of Jesus Christ. Romeo is a
member of the "Hero" side to save everyone from disaster, or tyrannization. Romeo wants to be loved by
the female heroes, since he is very lonely.

Likes: Saving people, doing good deeds, praying to God, reading the bible

Dislikes: Death, sorrow, Satan, being lonely

Friends: All the Sonic Heroes

Enemies: All the Sonic Villains
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